Reference
Gantry Cranes

Application
Gantry Crane in a Shipyard

Country
Russia

City
Zelenodolsk, Tatarstan

Representative office
Conductix-Wampfler OOO [RUS]

Project installation date
2014-2015

Operator
Zelenodolskij zavod imeni Gorkogo

Technical requirement(s)
Main power supply for a Gantry Crane

System course
Linear

Travel distance [Load]
32 m

Travel speed [Load]
30 m/min

Product[s]
- Conductor Rail, Program 0812, SinglePowerLine
- Festoon System, Program 0230 [transfer car]

Quantity of poles
6+PE

Mounting height
20 m

Current
320 A

Voltage
380 V